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Generalizing the Markov and covariance interpolation problem using
input-to-state filters
Per Enqvist
Abstract— In the Markov and covariance interpolation prob-
lem a transfer function W is sought that match the first
coefficients in the expansion of W around zero and the first
coefficients of the Laurent expansion of the corresponding
spectral density WW ⋆. Here we solve an interpolation problem
where the matched parameters are the coefficients of expansions
of W and WW ⋆ around various points in the disc. The solution
is derived using input-to-state filters and is determined by
simple calculations such as solving Lyapunov equations and
generalized eigenvalue problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of designing filters from covariances and
Markov parameters has been studied before in numerous
papers [17], [13], [14], [15], [16], [20], [21], [18]. Skel-
ton et. al. call a stable model matching Markov param-
eters H0, H1, . . . , Hq−1 and covariances R0, R1, . . . , Rq−1
a q-Markov COVariance Equivalent Realization (q-Markov
COVER) and they have shown that if the data satisfies a
particular consistency condition (which can be avoided using
a variable input variance as in [4]), there are many such
q-Markov COVERs and they are parameterized by a set
of unitary matrices. One of the parameters considered “as
known” in the classical q-Markov COVER theory is the
variance of the input noise. In [4], [5] the author proposed
a method for designing minimal degree realizations using
the variance of the input noise as a design parameter which
enabled a realization of lower degree to be determined. In
fact, that method guarantees a unique stable solution for
generic data. Here, using input-to-state filters, we solve an
interpolation problem where the matched parameters are the
coefficients of expansions of W and WW ⋆ around various
points in the disc. We could for example consider matching
the constraints
W (p1) = q1, · · · ,W (pn) = qn
for some points p1, · · · , pn in the unit disc and similarly for
WW ⋆. Most results in [4] carry over to this more general
problem. A formal definition of the problem considered is
given in the next section. Another approach to this problem
was taken in [19]. The main objective of that paper was to
prove existence of a fixed point for the Steiglitz-McBride
algorithm and a different kind of normalization was used.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
First the Markov and Covariance interpolation problem as
formulated in [4] is described and then input-to-state filters
are introduced for treating the generalized problem.
noise
w
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Fig. 1. System considered
A. The Markov and Covariance interpolation problem
We consider a SISO system where a deterministic control
signal v and a stochastic noise signal w are fed through the
same system W to produce the output y as depicted in Fig. 1.
Define u = v+w and let v be the control input and w an
additive noise term. Assuming that the transfer function W
is rational and of McMillan degree η, it can be described by
a minimal state space system
χj+1 = Aχj + Buj,
yj = Cχj +Duj ,
(1)
where A ∈ Cη×η, B ∈ Cη×1, C ∈ C1×η and D ∈ C. The
output y is the superposition of the outputs due to each of
the inputs v and w. Therefore, data from the system can be
obtained by the following idealized experiments - or in any
other practically more suitable way.
First, determine the output when the noise w is zero and v
is a unit impulse, yielding the Markov parameters (impulse
response parameters)
H0, H1, . . . , Hℓ. (2)
Second, determine the output when the control v is zero
and w is mean zero white noise with unknown variance Λ ∈
C. Assuming W is asymptotically stable then this system
provides a realization of a stationary stochastic process, and
by truncated ergodic sums the covariances
R0, R1, . . . , Rℓ (3)
can be estimated such that the condition

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R¯ℓ
.
.
. R¯1 R0


 0 (4)
is satisfied.
B. Input-to-State filters and interpolation
In order to analyze a signal it is useful to consider a new
signal obtained by applying an input-to-state filter [10], i.e.
if yk is our original signal we define the new state vector xk
by
xk = Axk−1 +Byk, x0 = 0, (5)
where A ∈ Cn×n, B ∈ Cn×1 and the eigenvalues of A lies
in the open unit disc. Note that the state χ in (1) is not the
same as the new “artificial” state x defined in (5) from the
“inputs” yk.
Consider the input to state map G:
G(z) := (I − zA)−1B (6)
where we will assume that (A,B) is a reachable pair, i.e.
Γ =
[
B AB . . . An−1B
] (7)
is full rank.
A wide class of interpolation problems can now be ap-
proached in a unified framework by expressing the interpo-
lation constraints as inner products with the input-to-state
map G. Let 〈·, ·〉 denote the standard L2 inner product on
the circle, and for vector- and matrix-valued functions F1
and F2 define
〈F1, F2〉 =
1
2pi
∫ π
−π
F1(e
iθ)F ⋆2 (e
iθ) dθ,
where the integral is evaluated elementwise and F ⋆ denotes
the adjoint of G, i.e.
F ⋆(z) = F (z¯−1)∗,
where the superscript ∗ denotes the usual complex conjugate.
Notice that we will allow the L2 inner product between
two matrix-valued functions F1 and F2, possibly of different
sizes, provided that the product F1(z)F ⋆2 (z) is well defined.
In the special case where A = diag(p1, p2, . . . , pn), |pj | <
1, and B = [1, 1, · · · , 1]T , the scalar function on the k:th row
of G(z) is
gk(z) =
1
1− piz
.
Then from the Cauchy’s integral formula 〈f, gk〉 = f(p∗i ),
i.e. the values of f at the selected points can be expressed
in terms of the inner product.
In the other special case where all interpolation points are
at the origin, i.e. the values of the function and its derivatives
at zero are interpolated as in the Caratheodory interpolation
problem, then we could chose
A =


0 0 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 0
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 1 0

 , B =


1
0
.
.
.
0

 , (8)
so that
G(z) =


1
z
.
.
.
zn−1

 . (9)
The states are then the n most recent outputs and it is easy
to see that the covariance of the state is a Toeplitz matrix as
in (4).
In practice one could be interested in having a mixture of
interpolation conditions on the function values at different
points and on some of its derivatives, and this can be
accomplished by considering for example A-matrices with
some particular Jordan structure. To be able to find a B
such that (A,B) is reachable it is necessary that A is cyclic,
so there can not be more than one Jordan block for each
interpolation point (eigenvalue of A).
Now given some G, if dµ is a matricial spectral measure
of the input (i.e. y the input to G) the state covariance Σ
will satisfy [10]
Σ =
∫ π
−π
G(ejθ)dµ(θ)G(ejθ)⋆. (10)
For the more general input-to-state filter it is more difficult
to know what is the structure of the state-covariance matrix.
In Theorem 2 below, a result from [10] describing the
feasible structures is stated, but first we need to remind the
reader of a well-known result.
Lemma 1: The matrix G defined by
G
△
= 〈G,G〉 , (11)
is the Reachability Gramian solving the discrete time Lya-
punov equation
G = AGA∗ +BB∗. (12)
Since (A,B) is assumed to be a reachable pair, G is
invertible.
Proof: Note first that
AG(z) = z−1(G(z)−B), (13)
and then multiply (11) with A from the left and A∗ from the
right to obtain
AGA∗ = 〈AGG⋆A∗, 1〉
=
〈
z−1(G−B)z(G⋆ −B∗), 1
〉
= 〈GG⋆ + BB∗ −BG⋆ −GB∗, 1〉
= G +BB∗ −BB∗ −BB∗. (14)
The last step follows by observing that G is analytic in
the unit disc and thus 〈G, 1〉 = G(0) = B, and similarly
〈G⋆, 1〉 = G⋆(∞) = B∗.
Since A is assumed to be asymptotically stable the solution
to the Lyapunov equation is unique, and this completes the
proof.
Theorem 2: A positive definite matrix Σ is a state-
covariance matrix for a suitable input process if and only
if it is of the form
Σ =
1
2
(MG + GM∗)
for a matrix M which commutes with A. Furthermore,
any such matrix M is uniquely defined modulo an additive
imaginary constant αI with α ∈ jR.
Another way to describe the structure of the state covari-
ance Σ is that it satisfies the equation [8]
Σ−AΣA∗ = BL+ L∗B∗
for some L.
Let H2 denote the Hardy space of functions that are
analytic in the unit disc with square-integrable radial limits,
and define
K
△
= H2 ⊖ b(z)H2, (15)
where b(z) = det(zI − A∗)/ det(I − zA) is a Blaschke
product with poles at the eigenvalues of A. In fact, b(z) is
the inner, or Douglas-Shapiro-Shields, factor of G(z). Then
K contains all functions in H2 which are orthogonal to those
that vanish on the spectrum of A∗, and it is usually called
the coinvariant subspace. By [9, Prop. 4] the elements of
G(z) form a basis for K, so any f ∈ K can be written
f(z) = CG(z) for some vector C, and then
f(z) =
det(I − z(A−BC)) − det(I − zA)
det(I − zA)
∈ K. (16)
We also need to take inner products between elements in
K and H2, and then the following formulas are useful.
Lemma 3: If f(z) ∈ H2 then
〈f,G〉 = B∗f(A∗) (17)
and
〈G, f〉 = f¯(A)B. (18)
Furthermore,
〈G, fG〉 = f¯(A)G. (19)
Note that it is important here that f is a scalar function.
Proof: Since f ∈ H2 and G ∈ Hn×12 they have series
expansions
f(z) =
∞∑
k=0
fkz
k,
and
G(z) =
∞∑
k=0
Gkz
k =
∞∑
k=0
AkBzk.
Then
〈G, f〉 =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
ℓ=0
〈
AkBzk, fℓz
ℓ
〉
=
∞∑
k=0
f¯kA
kB = f¯(A)B,
and the formula for 〈f,G〉 follows by considering the com-
plex conjugate.
Finally,
〈G, fG〉 =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
ℓ=0
∞∑
m=0
〈
AkBzk, fℓz
ℓGmz
m
〉
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
∞∑
m=0
Aℓ+mBf¯ℓG
∗
m
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
f¯ℓA
ℓ
∞∑
m=0
AmBB∗(Am)∗
= f¯(A)G,
which concludes the proof.
Remark 4: Alternatively, this could be proven by consid-
ering generalized Cauchy kernels
〈G, f〉 =
(
1
2pi
∫ π
−π
f¯(e−jθ)(I − ejθA)−1 dθ
)
B,
as in [10].
Estimation of the parameters from data can be performed
by applying the input-to-state filter and then using standard
techniques, see [2] for examples of filter bank data analysis.
III. THE GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
We will assume here that the spectral measure in (10) is
given by
dµ(θ) = W (eiθ) Λdθ W (eiθ)⋆,
where
W (z) =
∞∑
k=0
wkz
k ∈ H2, (20)
i.e. is analytic in the unit disc (so the sum converges for all
z in the unit disc), and in this class of spectral measures
we will find the one allowing the maximal input variance Λ
meanwhile satisfying the following interpolation conditions:
〈GWΛW ⋆G⋆, 1〉 = Σ, (21)
where the state covariance Σ satisfies the condition in
Theorem 2, and
〈G,W 〉 = H, (22)
for an arbitrary nonzero state-Markov vector H .
The interpolation constraint in (21) was considered in,
for example, [8]. The interpolation constraint in (22) can be
recognized as a special case of the Lagrange-Sylvester inter-
polation as studied in [1, section 16]. Here, both constraints
are enforced simultaneously.
Thus the optimization problem considered is:
(S)


max
W ∈ H2
Λ ∈ R+
Λ,
s.t.
{
〈GWΛW ⋆G⋆, 1〉 = Σ,
〈G,W 〉 = H.


Let Ξ be an (n×n) Hermitian matrix and ζ be an (1×n)
vector consisting of Lagrange multipliers, the Lagrangian is
then
L(W,Λ)
△
= Λ+ tr {(Σ− 〈GWΛW ⋆G⋆, 1〉)Ξ}
+ζ(〈G,W 〉 −H).
We can rewrite it in the following form
L(W,Λ) = Λ + tr {ΣΞ} − 〈WΛW ⋆, G⋆ΞG〉
−ζH + 〈ζG,W 〉 .
where
G⋆ΞG = B∗(I − z¯−1A∗)−1Ξ(I − zA)−1B
and
ζG = ζ(I − zA)−1B
are scalar functions.
Before taking the maximum we write it in the form
L(W,Λ) = 〈ζG,W 〉 + 〈(1−W ⋆G⋆ΞGW )Λ, 1〉
+tr{ΣΞ} − ζH
Note: Sup{L(W,Λ)|W ∈ H2,Λ > 0} < ∞ only if G⋆ΞG
is in the “positive cone”, i.e. it is non-negative for all z on
the unit circle, and
〈W ⋆G⋆ΞGW, 1〉 ≥ 1. (23)
Maximizing over Λ while assuming (23) it must hold that
Λ 〈1−W ⋆G⋆ΞGW, 1〉 = 0, (24)
and since Λ 6= 0, equality must hold in (23), i.e.
〈W ⋆G⋆ΞGW, 1〉 = 1. (25)
Maximizing over W shows that the following variation
has to be zero for all δW
〈ζG− 2ΛG⋆ΞGW, δW 〉 = 0. (26)
Therefore
ζG = 2ΛG⋆ΞGW + V ⋆ (27)
where V ∈ H2 and V (0) = 0. From (27) the poles of V ⋆
has to be poles of G⋆. Furthermore, V ∈ K follows by
considering the partial fraction expansion of (27), so there
must be a vector ν such that
V (z) = νG(z) (28)
Then the transfer function W will be given by
W =
1
2
(G⋆ΞG)−1(ζG − V ⋆)Λ−1
=
1
2Λ
(G⋆ΞG)−1(ζG −G⋆ν∗).
Lemma 5: If Ξ is non-negative we can factor G⋆ΞG as
G⋆ΞG = (ξG)⋆(ξG), (29)
where ξ is a row-vector.
Proof: Since Ξ is non-negative and Hermitian it can be
factorized as
Ξ =
[
ξ∗1 ξ
∗
2 · · · ξ
∗
n
]


ξ1
ξ2
.
.
.
ξn

 .
Then
G⋆ΞG =
n∑
k=1
G⋆ξ∗kξkG (30)
and G⋆ΞG is a sum of elements in K∪K⋆, where k⋆ ∈ K⋆
if k ∈ K. Since all the terms in (30) are positive, by spectral
factorization a vector ξ such that the sum is equal to G⋆ξ∗ξG
can be found.
For W to be analytic outside the unit disc it is necessary
that the factor (ξG)−⋆ is cancelled, i.e. we need that
W =
1
2Λ
ζG− V ⋆
(ξG)(ξG)⋆
=
σG
ξG
.
From (27) and (29) it follows that
ζG = 2ΛG⋆ξ∗σG+G⋆ν∗. (31)
Using (25) and (31) the dual function is
ϕ(ξ, σ) =
〈
ζG,
σG
ξG
〉
+ tr{Σξ∗ξ} − ζH
= 2ΛσGσ∗ + ξΣξ∗ − ζH
since 〈V ⋆,W 〉 = 0 and where G was defined in (11).
To determine the last term ζH , multiply (31) with G⋆ and
integrate to obtain:
ζ 〈GG⋆, 1〉 = 2Λ 〈G⋆ξ∗σGG⋆, 1〉+ 〈V ⋆G⋆, 1〉
the last term is zero and then
ζH = 2Λσ
〈
G(G⋆G−1H)G⋆, 1
〉
ξ∗ = 2ΛσHξ∗,
where
H
△
=
〈
G(G⋆G−1H)G⋆, 1
〉
. (32)
Lemma 6: The matrix H defined by (32) is the unique
solution to the Stein equation
H = AHA∗ +HB∗. (33)
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 1, note that (13) holds
and then multiply (32) with A from the left and A∗ from the
right to obtain
AHA∗ =
〈
AGG⋆A∗(G⋆G−1H), 1
〉
=
〈
z−1(G−B)z(G⋆ −B∗)(G⋆G−1H), 1
〉
=
〈
(GG⋆ +BB∗ −BG⋆ −GB∗)(G∗G−1H), 1
〉
= H +B
〈
(B∗ −G⋆)(G⋆G−1H), 1
〉
−
〈
GB∗(G⋆G−1H), 1
〉 (34)
The second term in (34) is zero since the integrand is analytic
outside the unit circle and G⋆(∞) = B∗.
The third term in (34) is HB∗, which follows by consid-
ering the action on an arbitrary vector v;〈
GB∗(G⋆G−1H), 1
〉
v =
〈
GB∗v(G⋆G−1H), 1
〉
=
〈
GG⋆G−1H, 1
〉
B∗v
= HB∗v.
Since A is assumed to be asymptotically stable the solution
to the Stein equation is unique, and this completes the proof.
Remark 7: Note that if
h(z) := (I − zA)−1H (35)
then 〈h,G〉 solves the Stein equation (33), and then by
uniqueness (compare [9, Eq. (40)])
H = 〈h,G〉 .
Now, the dual optimality function is
ϕ(ξ, σ) = 2ΛσGσ∗ + ξΣξ∗ − 2ΛσHξ∗
=
[
σ ξ
] [ 2ΛG −2ΛH
0 Σ
] [
σ∗
ξ∗
]
(36)
Maximizing this expression over positive Λ
ϕ(ξ, σ) = 2Λ(σGσ∗ − σHξ∗) + ξΣξ∗
it is clear that (σGσ∗−σHξ∗) has to be zero. In fact, if it is
negative the optimal value of Λ would be zero and we have
assumed that it is positive, and if it is positive the optimal
value of Λ would be infinite. Furthermore, the following
holds:
Lemma 8: Given that W (z) = σG(z)
ξG(z) ∈ H2, the constraint
〈G,W 〉 = H implies that Hξ∗ = Gσ∗.
Proof: We know that 〈G,W 〉 = H , and thus
G⋆G−1
〈
G,
σG
ξG
〉
= G⋆G−1H,
is a scalar function, so
Hξ∗ =
〈
GG⋆(G⋆G−1H), 1
〉
ξ∗
=
〈
GG⋆ξ∗
(
G⋆G−1
〈
G,
σG
ξG
〉)
, 1
〉
= 〈GG⋆, ξG〉 G−1
〈
G,
σG
ξG
〉
= 〈G, (ξG)G〉 G−1
〈
G,
1
ξG
G
〉
σ∗
= (ξG(A))GG−1(ξG(A))−1Gσ∗
= Gσ∗
where we have used (19) twice.
The complementarity condition (25) can be formulated as〈
G⋆σ∗
G⋆ξ∗
G⋆ΞG
σG
ξG
, 1
〉
= σGσ∗ = 1,
and then the dual problem is
(D)


min
σ,ξ
ξΣξ∗
s.t.
{
Gσ∗ = Hξ∗,
σGσ∗ = 1


where σ and ξ are related by the Markov interpolation
conditions.
The variable Λ was eliminated above, but it can recovered
by considering the dual of the dual. Let Λ be the Lagrange
multiplier and use Gσ∗ = Hξ∗ to eliminate σ
L = ξΣξ∗ − Λ(σGσ∗ − 1)
= ξΣξ∗ − ΛξH∗G−1Hξ∗ + Λ
= ξ
(
Σ− ΛH∗G−1H
)
ξ∗ + Λ
which leads us to maximize Λ as Σ−ΛHG−1H∗ is non-
negative, i.e.
(P∗)
[
max
Λ
Λ,
s.t. Σ− ΛH∗G−1H  0
]
The optimal Λ is now given by the largest positive value
such that Σ − ΛH∗G−1H is non-negative definite, i.e. the
smallest generalized eigenvalue of (Σ,H∗G−1H).
Theorem 9: Given a state covariance Σ satisfying the
condition in Theorem 2, and an arbitrary nonzero state-
Markov vector H . Then, an optimizer W to problem (S) is
given by W (z) = (σG(z))/(ξG(z)), where ξ is a nonzero
solution to the equation(
Σ− ΛH∗G−1H
)
ξ∗ = 0,
Λ is the smallest generalized eigenvalue of (Σ,H∗G−1H),
and finally σ is determined by
σ∗ = G−1Hξ∗.
Furthermore, if the smallest generalized eigenvalue has mul-
tiplicity one the optimizer W is unique.
Proof: This follows from the derivation above
As in the Markov and Covariance interpolation problem
there is a special choice of the Markov parameters that reduce
the problem to the equivalent of the Pisarenko method [11].
Namely, chosing H = B, then H = G and maximizing Λ
under the constraint
Σ− ΛH∗G−1H = Σ− ΛG  0
makes the corresponding W an inner function [11].
IV. MODEL REDUCTION EXAMPLE
To illustrate the method proposed here, a model reduction
application is considered. The method proposed here is a
generalization of the q-Markov COVER methods, that were
initially proposed to be used for model reduction [14].
The transfer function from input 2 to output 1 of a
portable CD-player is considered. This model, of order 120,
is provided by SLICOT [3], and has been used by, for
example, [12], [7]. The magnitude of the transfer function is
depicted with a thick solid green line in Figure 2. There is
a wide range of frequencies over which there are interesting
features of the Bode plot.
The given transfer function is a continuous time stable
function. The bilinear map
z =
1− sT/2
1 + sT/2
, (37)
where T = 1/250, is used to transform the continuous time
model into a discrete time model.
Using three different input-to-state filters, reduced order
models of degree 13 are designed. Our aim will not be
to find the optimal interpolation point locations for this
particular model, but to illustrate the way this choice effects
the solutions.
First an input-to-state filter as in (8) was applied, corre-
sponding to the Markov and covariance interpolation prob-
lem described in section II-A, and the magnitude plot of
the resulting model is depicted with a blue dashed line in
Figure 2.
Then, an input-to-state filter with 14 poles spread evenly
around a circle with radius 0.95 was applied. The magnitude
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Fig. 2. Model reduction
plot, depicted in Figure 2 with a solid red line, is similar to
the first one, but with a slightly smaller error for low and
high frequencies.
Finally, an input-to-state filter with 14 poles spread un-
evenly around a circle with radius 0.9 was applied. The
spread in frequencies were chosen to correpond to a log-
arithmic spread in the frequency interval 101 to 105. In
the discrete domain, the interpolation point locations are
depicted with black plusses in Figure 3 together with the
interpolation points of the two other filters. This choice of
interpolation points is made to compensate for the frequency
warping caused by the bilinear map (37). The magnitude plot,
depicted in Figure 2 with a black dashed-dotted line, shows
an improvement of the fit in the frequency range where the
poles were chosen.
For comparison, a model of degree 13 is determined using
a standard balanced truncation model reduction method and
its magnitude plot is depicted in Figure 4. A good fit for
the interval of frequencies where the magnitude is large is
obtained. It is well known that weights can be applied to
improve the fit for certain frequency regions. The choice of
these weights, as well as the choice of interpolation points
in our approach, should be made with the prior knowledge
and requirements of the low order model in mind.
V. USEFUL FORMULAS FOR THE USER
In this section we give simplified formulas for calculating
the transfer function and state space representations of the
W parameterized by ξ and ζ. It is also shown how to
determine the state-covariances and state-Markov parameters
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Fig. 3. Interpolation point locations
from these representations of W . (Note that the problem
considered in this paper is the inverse of determining the
interpolation parameters from the model W .) These formulas
will be important for applying the method proposed here.
A. For transfer functions
Since W = σG/ξG is a quotient between two functions
in K, it follows from (16) that it can be written as a quotient
of two polynomials
W (z) =
b(z)
a(z)
(38)
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where
b(z) = det(I − z(A−Bσ∗))− det(I − zA) (39)
and
a(z) = det(I − z(A−Bξ∗))− det(I − zA). (40)
Clearly, z = 0 is a zero of both a and b so it is cancelled
out, which leaves a W of degree at most n− 1.
To check if the resulting transfer function W satisfies the
interpolation conditions it is convenient to use (18) to obtain
〈G,W 〉 = W¯ (A)B = b¯(A)a¯(A)−1B.
To determine the state-covariance S corresponding to a
particular W we can use the following formula from [10]
S = Λ 〈GW,GW 〉 =
1
2
Λ(ΨG + GΨ⋆) (41)
where Ψ = f¯(A) and f is the positive real part of WW ⋆.
The function f satisfies
f + f⋆ =WW ⋆,
and it is clear that f = d/a, where a is given by (40) and d
solves the equation
b(z)b⋆(z) = d(z)a⋆(z) + a(z)d⋆(z). (42)
This equation has a unique solution d such that all the roots
of d are outside the unit disc provided that all the roots of
a also are outside the unit disc [22], [23].
B. For state-space realizations
A state-space realization of degree n corresponding to (38)
is given by
W (z) =
[
zσβ (I −Aβz)
−1
AB + σB
]
(ξB)−1, (43)
where β = I−Bξ(ξB)−1. From the last section it is known
that a state-space realization of W of degree n − 1 exists,
and one is determined in the appendix.
Given a state space representation of W as in (1) the
product GW has a realization
(
Aˆ Bˆ
Cˆ Dˆ
)
=

 A 0 BBC A BD
0 I 0

 . (44)
Then the state-Markov parameter is given by
〈G,W〉 = BD∗ +AP˜C∗, (45)
where P˜ solves the Stein equation P˜ = AP˜A∗ +BB∗, and
the state-covariance S is given by
S = ΛCˆPˆ Cˆ∗, (46)
where Pˆ solves the Lyapunov equation Pˆ = AˆPˆ Aˆ∗+ BˆBˆ∗.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The ideas and results in [5] were shown to carry over
to the case where not all interpolation points are at zero.
This freedom of chosing the interpolation points can be used
to obtain an improved matching at some frequency regions.
One example was given to illustrate the effect of moving
the interpolation points. Input-to-state filters proved to be a
convenient tool to derive this theory and simple formulas
based on solving Lyapunov equations were obtained. How-
ever, if really high order models are considered specialized
numerical tools have to be developed.
The approach used in [7] applies only the interpolation on
Σ and instead of matching H arbitrary spectral zeros may be
chosen. This gives the user more freedom in designing the
model, but at the price of having to tune more parameters.
In [6], a generalization of the Markov and covariance
interpolation problem with variable input variance to MIMO
systems was considered. A similar generalization should be
possible here.
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APPENDIX
We first derive (43)
W (z) =
σ(I − zA)−1B
ξ(I − zA)−1B
=
σB + σ(z−1I −A)−1AB
ξB + ξ(z−1I −A)−1AB
=
(
σB + σ(z−1I −A)−1AB
)
×(
I − ξ(z−1I −Aβ)−1AB(ξB)−1
)
(ξB)−1
=

 Aβ 0 AB(ξB)−1−ABξ A AB
−σBξ σ σB

 (ξB)−1.
=

 Aβ 0 AB(ξB)−10 A 0
σBξβ σ σB

 (ξB)−1
=
(
Aβ AB
σβ σB
)
(ξB)−1.
Here we have used the matrix
T =
[
I 0
−(ξB)I I
]
to do a change of basis in the large system before cancelling
the unreachable second part of the state vector.
This realization is still non-minimal since there is both a
zero and a pole at infinity. Note that
βB = B − (ξB)−1BξB = 0. (47)
Now we use Γ in (7) to do a change of basis. From (47)
it follows that
σβΓ = σβA
[
0 B · · · An−2B
]
,
Γ−1AβΓ = Γ−1AβA
[
0 B · · · An−2B
]
,
and
Γ−1AB =
[
0 1 0 · · · 0
]T
.
Then the first state in the new basis is not observable
or reachable so a reduced order realization is obtained by
cancelling it:
W (z) =
(
ΓˆAβAΓ˜ e1
σβAΓ˜ σB
)
(ξB)−1, (48)
where
Γ˜
△
=
[
B AB · · · An−2B
]
,
and
Γˆ
△
=
(
Γ−1
)
2:n
=
[
0 I
]
Γ−1,
and the subindex 2 : n denotes rows 2 to n of the matrix.
In particular, if the characteristic polynomial χA(t) is
parameterized as
χA(t) = t
n + χ1t
n−1 + · · ·+ χn−1t+ χn,
the dynamics matrix in (48) is
A˜
△
=
[
0 I
]
Γ−1AβAΓ˜
=
[
0 I
]
Γ−1A
(
Γ˜− (ξB)−1ABξΓ˜
)
=
[
0 −χn−1
I −χ
]
− (ξB)−1e1ξΓ˜
=
[
−γ −γn−2 − χn−1
I −χ
]
where
χ
△
=
[
χn−2 · · · χ1
]T
,
γ
△
=
[
γ0 · · · γn−3
]
and γk = ξAkB/(ξB) for k = 0, 1, · · · , n− 2.
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